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Uwe Zagratzki welcomes a sparkling new German translation of
LGG stories and essays

•

Update as the Centre enters its quarter centenary in style with a special
birthday Supper as well as a rich
programme of events arranged
throughout the year

•

The very latest Centre news, including plans for the formal collation of
foreign language editions of Mitchell’s writings, and of funding to
upgrade the play facilities for children

•

Andy Hall reports on an entertaining
Evening in Conversation with Tony
Roper held at the Centre
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The Story Continues—Lewis Grassic Gibbon in Germany
Since Hans Petersen´s translation
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Quarter-Centenary Celebrations at Centre
The new season celebrates the
happy occasion of the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the founding of the
Grassic Gibbon Centre in 1992 – a
grand

achievement

for

a

self-

financing charity in these times of
austerity, when all such institutions,
particularly those relating to culture
and the arts, are committed to a
permanent struggle for survival.
In a vigorous demonstration of the Centre’s enduring health,
season 2017 features a rich programme

of

events

extending

throughout the year, drawn up to
commemorate its twenty-fifth birthday in suitably lavish style.
The season began with a

In a departure from the

celebratory momentum going ad-

normal schedule, Jim Brown pref-

mirably, with the new departure of

aced his address with a timely

a free Easter Egg Hunt arranged

viewing of the Centre’s audio-visual

on Sunday 16 April, designed to

programme outlining the life and

cater for the needs of local fami-

work of James Leslie Mitchell/ Lew-

lies.

is Grassic Gibbon, featuring read-

The rest of the year prom-

ings by late lamented Centre direc-

ises a host of goodies for all com-

tor Arch Middleton – the archetypal

ers. On Thursday 25 May, follow-

voice of the Arbuthnott community

ing on from last year’s highly suc-

celebrated by Grassic Gibbon in his

cessful evening with Dons and

most famous works.

In his ad-

Scotland legend Willie Miller (who

dress, Jim Brown demonstrated the

it transpired actually owns Leslie

empathy of the

Fettercairn-born

Mitchell’s former digs in Aber-

insider, providing a comprehensive

deen’s St Mary’s Place in his

summary of the extraordinary life of

property

James Leslie Mitchell, from the

hosts the second of an occasional

most humble origins in Northeast

series entitled ‘Football in Ques-

analyst and a highly knowledgea-

March, with Centre Chairman of

ble commentator on the beautiful

Directors Jim Brown MBE passing

game. The annual summer Arts

the mantle of Master of Ceremonies

and Crafts Festival takes place at

over to Centre Director Andy Hall

livery of the keynote address on
such an august occasion. The sellout audience, comprising old faces
and new, was treated to a suitably
gregarious evening’s entertainment
laced with fine food and drink
served up by the assiduous Centre
staff, with Andy Hall proving equal
to the unenviable task of filling Jim
Brown’s sturdy brogues as wittily
efficient compere and traditional
musical entertainment provided by
Dr Irene Watt, traditional singer and
harpist extraordinaire and director
of the Harps of Gold Orchestra in
Aberdeen, ably accompanied by
Graham White.
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Hall

er Craig Brown, a shrewd football

Gibbon Supper on Saturday 25
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Andy

tion’ with former Scotland manag-
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for the evening, in exchange for

portfolio),

the Centre throughout July, while
The Current Board of Directors, together
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Grassic Gibbon Centre enters its quartercentenary
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following
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Centre News
The Centre has been delighted to receive the informed input of naturalised Stonehaven resident Regina Erich,
whose linguistic expertise has recently been trained on the historical translations of Grassic Gibbon’s writings into
German and who has embarked on the long overdue task of collating details of foreign language versions of the
writings of Leslie Mitchell/ Lewis Grassic Gibbon through the years. With new translations of Sunset Song due to
appear in the near future in Germany and Russia, clearly the time is ripe for the formal recording of Mitchell’s
exports abroad...
... Congratulations are due to Centre Directors Gordon M Ritchie, who received the award of the MVO (Member of
the Royal Victorian Order) in the New Year’s Honours List, and to Dr William Malcolm, who was made an Honorary
Fellow of the Association for Scottish Literary Studies in a ceremony held at the Scottish Poetry Library in Edinburgh
on 28 April...
... As part of the Centre’s ongoing remit to cater for family visitors, it was extremely gratifying to learn recently that
Aberdeenshire Council has allocated funding to the tune of £13 000 to upgrade the children’s play area.

A five Star Evening with Tony Roper
A sell-out audience enjoyed an excellent evening of entertainment with comedy actor and writer Tony Roper at The
Grassic Gibbon Centre in Arbuthnott on Saturday 29 October, writes Centre Director Andy Hall. It was the latest in a
fascinating series of conversations that previously has included Willie Miller, Isla St.Clair, Eileen McCallum and
South Pole local hero Luke Robertson.
In conversation with director Andy Hall, Tony regaled the audience with tales of his life from his childhood
days in Glasgow doing a variety of jobs before accidentally discovering his lifetime path in acting.
From his early days in theatre doing everything from pantomime to Shakespeare, he traced his life from
Scotch and Wry with Rikki Fulton to playing Rab C. Nesbitt’s
wide-boy pal Jamesie Cotter and writing the BAFTA winning
play on a great Glasgow institution in The Steamie.
A highlight of the evening was when Tony performed a
monologue of the Reverend I.M.Jolly that he had written for a
play about his late friend Rikki Fulton.
Thanks are due to Brian Duncan who delivered a fun
quiz on Scottish television and theatre over the meal to put
everyone in the mood for a very memorable evening of entertainment with one of Scotland’s favourite actors in the heart of
Sunset Song country.
Of his visit to the Mearns, Tony observed cheerily: ‘We

Andy Hall and guest Tony Roper relaxing at the
Grassic Gibbon Centre

had a wonderful evening of fun with a great audience at the Lewis Grassic Gibbon Centre in conversation with Andy
Hall. Oh Yes! The food was delicious as well. 5 star evening.’
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